Class 39: Multi-dimensional arrays, revisited

Held: Wednesday, 13 April 2011

Summary: We ground our understanding of multi-dimensional arrays in further laboratory work.

Related Pages:
- EBoard.
- Lab: Multi-Dimensional Arrays.

Notes:
- No reading for Friday!
- I will reserve time at the start of class for questions on assignment 7.
- EC for Thursday’s Convocation [academic]
- EC for Thursday’s CS Extra [academic]
- EC for Thursday’s Convocation [academic]
- EC for Friday’s CS Table - Wolfram TED Talk, [http://www.ted.com/talks/stephen_wolfram_computing_a_theory_of_everything.html](http://www.ted.com/talks/stephen_wolfram_computing_a_theory_of_everything.html) [academic]
- EC for baseball (2 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday) [peer]
- EC for Bob’s Benefit Bash Friday [peer]

Overview:
- Lab.

Lab
- Finish the lab.